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              Join Us and Bring Your Career to Life

              

              At Alcoa, you are an essential part of our purpose: to turn raw potential into real progress.

              The way we see it, every Alcoan is a work-shaper, team-shaper, idea-shaper and world-shaper. Here, we encourage you to develop your fullest potential and help us realize our vision to reinvent the aluminum industry for a sustainable future.

              So, what are you waiting for? Become a part of Alcoa and make an impact and Shape Your World, your work, your career, and our industry.

            




              Global Locations

              Find Your Job With Alcoa

              Click any location to browse current job openings and apply online. To understand the information we collect when you apply and how we use it, please view our Recruitment Data Privacy Notice.

            

              
                Locations
Australia
Brazil
Canada
Hungary
Iceland
The Netherlands
Norway
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Spain
United States


              

            

              

              Search All Jobs
            



              
              Please enable performance cookies to interact with this map. You can enable performance cookies on our Cookie Policy page.
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              Sign Up for Job Alerts

              

              Signing up for Alcoa job alerts is easy. Just click the link below, press the “Sign In” button in the top right corner and follow the prompts.

              

              Sign Up Now
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              Life at Alcoa

              Shaping Your World

              

              We are a team that is shaping the future of aluminum, revolutionizing the way the world lives, builds, moves and flies. At Alcoa, you can quickly make your mark, impact your world, and grow your career in locations around the world. Across six continents, our people are changing the aluminum industry. While most of our roles are based on-site, we also offer a flexible working model for certain positions.

              Learn more
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              Inclusion, Diversity and Equity

              Shaping Your Work culture

              

              We are helping to shape a better workplace with an improved work-life balance and equal opportunities that help everyone thrive. We believe in creating purposeful work environments that are inclusive and welcoming. We know there’s power from diverse ideas and perspectives, and our “everyone culture” helps us do our best work and unleash the ingenuity that’s within.

              Alcoa encourages applications from women, people of diverse backgrounds and those with different skills and life experiences. Alcoa is proud to be an equal opportunity workplace and affirmative action employer.

              Learn more

              EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY


              REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
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              Reinventing for a sustainable future

              Shaping our environment

              

              We are helping to shape the future of sustainability with world-changing innovations and low-carbon technologies. Environmental, social and governance processes are embedded in our business strategy, and we take pride in our work with our communities, our customers, our stakeholders and our employees. Our values of Act with Integrity, Operate with Excellence, Care for People, and Lead with Courage influence every decision and action we take.

              What We Believe


              Our Sustainability Commitment
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              Meet People Shaping Their Careers

            

[image: ]You don't need to know everything before you apply or start a job, you learn as you go.
                      -Hekla
Casthouse Process Engineer

READ MORE



[image: ]Being able to live and work locally and return home each night was just one of the benefits that sets Alcoa apart.
                      -Anthony
Central & Contract Services Manager

READ MORE



[image: ]I’ve only been here a short time, but I’ve learned more than I could have imagined.
                      -Danielle
Process Engineer

READ MORE







×Hekla

[image: ]

              Meet Hekla. Based in Alcoa Fjarðaál, she works as part of the Casthouse Technical Team as a Casthouse Process Engineer. With Alcoa for 4 years, Hekla began her Alcoa career as a summer hire with the Reliability team and progressed to process engineer in the rodshop and now works as a process engineer in the casthouse.

              Her advice? "You don't need to know everything before you apply or start a job, you learn as you go," Hekla explained.

            




×Dad Phil, son Anthony and grandson Ethan

[image: ]

              Alcoa has been part of the fabric of life for this family for more than half a century. Ongoing training, career development and being able to work close to their home in Western Australia have attracted dad Phil, son Anthony and now grandson Ethan to join and remain part of the Alcoa team for so long. The support they have received at every stage of their careers in Industrial Chemistry, Equipment Management and as a Trades Assistant is what first attracted them to the company and also why they have stayed. Dad Phil spent 35 years across the Pinjarra and Kwinana refineries, son Anthony has served 25 years and grandson Ethan is just starting his career working towards an apprenticeship.

              "Being able to live and work locally and return home each night was just one of the benefits that sets Alcoa apart." - Anthony

            




×Danielle
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              Meet Danielle. As a recent material science and engineering graduate from the University of Pittsburgh, she is seeing first-hand the importance of breakthrough technologies as Alcoa works to reinvent the industry for a more sustainable future. Working as a Process Engineer at Alcoa’s Technical Center, she’s gaining experience, education and exposure every day. “I’ve only been here a short time, but I’ve learned more than I could’ve imagined. I started as a newly graduated college student and today I’m able to assist in operating a complex system. I love the people I work with.  I can’t wait to see what I can accomplish in the future. Being able to say I had a small part in reinventing the aluminum industry is incredibly humbling. I’m proud to say I work for Alcoa and the work I’m doing today will make the Earth a cleaner place for generations to come.”
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